
00:01:06 Heinz Lenhard: Good Morning Craig 

00:01:13 Frank Slegtenhorst: Good morning everybody. 

00:01:31 Ron Ryder: Good morning 

00:03:02 Alonzo Alexander: Good Morning Guys 

00:03:28 Alonzo Alexander: Yeah, that was funny. 

00:04:30 Leigh ß: good morning 

00:04:37 Gregg Blumenfeld: morning all 

00:05:13 Paul Landacre: You both are just a couple of young  pups. LOL 

00:05:14 Rob L: Good Morning! 

00:09:17 Frank Slegtenhorst: Three Black Crows and Three White Soldiers have a high 

probability 

00:12:23 Thomas Leong: Aren't you going to have a bunch of gaps in your chart if you turn them 

off 

00:15:26 Ben Birdsell: Is the RSI your Exhaustion? 

00:17:30 Ben Birdsell: There is an indicator that marks Exhaustion that I’ve thought about 

using. 

00:17:43 Thomas Leong: If the breakdown gets confirmed is that a continuation in the same 

direction or are we still not taking bearish because of the exhaustion? 

00:18:59 Ben Birdsell: Ok, I was looking for the signal marked on the chart for Exhaustion. 

00:21:51 Ben Birdsell: This sounds really interesting. 

00:25:06 Thomas Leong: How come it only  shows 1 candle for engulfing which is a 2 candle 

pattern? 

00:27:58 Frank Slegtenhorst: Where do you put your sop loss? 

00:30:55 Thomas Leong: Lawyer 

00:37:50 Ben Birdsell: This is a fantastic strategy. The fractal nature of this is really effective. 

00:37:58 Heinz Lenhard: y 

00:38:05 Gregg Blumenfeld: yes 

00:38:29 Jerry Winger: Very interesting. 

00:38:51 Ben Birdsell: Inspiration is always welcom 

00:41:48 Paul Landacre: How often do these patterns show up. I ask because I am not a patient 

person. I suffer from CRS (can't remember stuff). 



00:42:44 Leigh ß: lol 

00:42:47 Leigh ß: :-) 

00:48:04 Gregg Blumenfeld: unrelated to the strategy, how do you add 3 targets to the 

risk/reward indicator? 

00:50:55 Paul Landacre: Do you find that this stack works on all the charts? 

00:56:58 Thomas Leong: Is there a good resource for the strategy tester so we can test different 

timeframes and indicators, I found the strategy testing a bit confusing. 

00:57:05 Jerry Winger: 3. 

00:59:32 Paul Landacre: Do you have a favorite stack that you like to use? 

01:05:37 Ben Birdsell: When I began trading, I picked an indicator then tried to understand 

what the market was doing based on the indicator, Over time, I’ve learned more about price action and 

now try to pick the indicator that captures, confirms and highlights the price action I’m looking for  on 

my chart. Craig, you have raised the level of the discourse with this stack…! 

01:08:24 Jerry Winger: Great session. 

01:09:40 Thomas Leong: I do like 15 indicators 

01:11:06 Paul Landacre: I guess that I am simple minded, by that I mean that I like something 

simple. I can probably figure out how to use this, but I am an old guy and my mind isn't as quick as it use 

to be. 

01:12:13 Domenic Georgio: now I see price but look for indicator to confirm and don't find 

one so don't enter 

01:12:18 Henry Hunter: Yes I agreed.I started with price action before complementing with 

indicator I understand 

01:12:28 Domenic Georgio: like stagnation 

01:12:58 Thomas Leong: Do you still use order flow? 

01:13:46 Paul Landacre: This is my first time in this room. I appreciate your patience with me. 

01:14:56 Ben Birdsell: Paul, I know … it just takes me longer cause it is harder to maintain 

focus. 

01:16:09 Ben Birdsell: Agree! 

01:16:50 Ben Birdsell: Yes..Inspiration Lab 

01:19:34 Ben Birdsell: Design with the end in mind! 

01:20:51 Thomas Leong: Very cool stuff 

01:21:46 Paul Landacre: How do we get the Idea lab? 



01:23:28 Ben Birdsell: I doing Idea Lab, Got to talk about my thinking, this helped me to 

become clearer in my thinking. 

01:23:45 Kyle: https://forms.gle/qV3GuQGXQvGuoiYZ8 

01:25:47 Thomas Leong: You're a website designer too, Craig you continue to impress 

01:26:08 Alonzo Alexander: Good Morning Guys, yes I'm here Kyle. 

01:26:23 LARRY SHEPHARD: I would like to know if you ever cover divergence, convergence, 

confluence and hidden divergence/convergence. 

01:26:28 Alonzo Alexander: Thanks Kyle 

01:30:43 LARRY SHEPHARD: Thanks 

01:38:06 Paul Landacre: What is the "VRK"? 

01:38:27 Federico Romero: volatility renko bars 

01:39:15 Paul Landacre: Federico, thank you 

01:40:17 Federico Romero:      

01:42:41 Ninjacators: I just noticed this after our session... there was a trade setup around 

7am ET this morning on ES 

01:43:32 Leigh ß: thx craig 

01:43:37 Paul Landacre: Thank you for the explanation. I think my head is going to explode with 

all I am learning today.        

01:47:45 Federico Romero: Does the anchor point has a time limit? 

01:48:22 Federico Romero: A mean, you have to find it somewhere before 9:00? 

01:48:28 Federico Romero: ahh 

01:48:30 Federico Romero: ok 

01:50:05 Federico Romero: does the 2nd touch have a time limit also? 

01:50:20 Federico Romero: ok great 

01:50:28 Federico Romero: thanks kyle 

02:04:41 Ben Birdsell: Kyle, your gravity line strategy is what inspired my Ideal lab. Seeing it 

again makes me want to go back and add or combine it with the one I shared. 

02:04:54 ari: Is the consolidation zone indicator part of signal lab 

02:05:14 Pauline Kong: Good morning! 

02:06:25 Ben Birdsell: Yes, agree on the continuation…worth a try 



02:06:34 Pauline Kong: Just join.  this is my first day with signal lab.  Audio keeps goin in and out 

02:09:55 Pauline Kong: How can I view this recording later? 

02:16:36 Ninjacators: etch a sketch 

02:16:52 Ninjacators: back in the day... we had etch a sketch 

02:17:38 Ben Birdsell: Haha, the danger is hitting the button by mistake. 

02:18:07 Ben Birdsell: Great.. 

02:26:14 Paul Landacre: Thank you for a great class which means a great learning experience for 

me. 

02:26:22 Frank Slegtenhorst: Thanks Kyle, have a nice weekend! 

02:26:37 Ben Birdsell: BTW, Graig and Kyle don’t scare me anymore.. 

02:26:48 Gregg Blumenfeld: Thanks, another good lab. 

02:26:56 Heinz Lenhard: thanks all 

02:27:08 Paul Landacre: Craig's hair style scares me. LOL 

02:27:14 Callen Hageman: Thx guy, always great! 

02:27:32 Ben Birdsell: Sorry, it was just an idea… 

02:28:43 Ben Birdsell: Thanks, great Lab 


